This article examines the Venezuelan government's efforts to establish a "communal state" through the eyes of working-class chavista activists in the city of Valencia. It argues that the attempt to incorporate grassroots community organisations into a state-managed model of popular democracy produces a series of "utopian disjunctures" for the actors involved. These disjunctures, the article contends, stem from conflicting political temporalities within the chavista project, as long-term aspirations of radical democracy clash with more short-term demands to obtain state resources and consolidate the government's power. The case highlights the tensions generated by efforts to reconcile radical democratic experiments with left-nationalist electoral politics.
Introduction
Since the global financial crisis of 2008, democracy has re-emerged as a central battleground in struggles over the shape of political and economic futures. Amid the social and economic fallout of the crisis in Europe and North America, novel experiments in direct democracy have been central to anti-austerity movements such as the 15M in Spain and the numerous manifestations of Occupy, which sought to reclaim public spaces and promote alternative democratic practices beyond the political mainstream (Juris 2012; Rasza and Kurnik 2012) . As David Nugent (2012) observes, these mobilisations can be traced to the "twin crises of global capitalism and representative democracy " (2012: 281) , and to a shared acknowledgement that liberal democracies, grounded as they are in the separation between political and economic spheres, preclude the possibility of a radical redistribution of wealth (2012: 282) . Yet while such experiments in direct democracy have garnered much attention, they have not replaced more traditional political formations that continue to seek political power in order to enact social change. Indeed, in the case of the resurgent Latin American left in the 2000s, it was the incorporation of diverse social movements into electoral projects that brought radical democratic imaginaries to the fore (Burbach et al. 2013; Goodale and Postero 2013) . But what happens to the demands for a more direct or participatory democracy when extra-parliamentary movements opt to make compromises with mainstream politics and pursue their goals through the ballot box as well as in the streets? What are the consequences for egalitarian political groupings that, for either strategic or ideological reasons, find themselves entangled in the machinations of electoral politics and state power?
This article explores the experiences of a group of working-class activists in Venezuela who chose to align themselves with the left-nationalist government of Hugo Chávez, the former president who led a political movement often known as chavismo until his death in March 2013. My ethnographic focus centres on a state-led attempt to construct a socialist commune across a number of working-class barrios (shantytowns) in the south of Valencia, Venezuela's third largest city.
1 For fifteen months between 2008 and 2010, and a further period in 2012, I shadowed chavista activists as they involved themselves in new political vehicles being rolled out by the state. Through this case study, I argue that the attempt to incorporate existing community organisations into a state-managed model of popular democracy led to a series of what I term "utopian disjunctures" for the actors involved. These disjunctures, I suggest, were born of a tension between radical aspirations to establish self-governing democratic institutions on the one hand, and more pragmatic imperatives to obtain state resources and consolidate the gains of the chavista electoral project on the other. Examining how rival chavista factions put forward conflicting proposals of the future commune, I argue that a disjuncture between two different political temporalities lay at the heart of a series of conflicts and dilemmas for local activists. By "political temporalities", I mean the ways in which actions and decisions are conceptualised by actors in relation to what is perceived to be politically possible within particular imaginative timeframes. In what follows, I group these issues into three main areas that structure the article: (1) a tension between prefigurative and instrumentalist politics; (2) conflicts over the legitimacy of community leaders and democratic accountability; and (3) divided loyalties between local organisations and the national chavista project.
To date, anthropologists working on democracy have broadly made two principal contributions. The first has been to challenge the assumption that what Nugent (2002 Nugent ( , 2008 calls "normative democracy" -a particular strand of liberal democracy characterised by representative politics, competitive elections, universal suffrage and individual liberties -is necessarily the form that all democratic projects will eventually arrive at. Instead, anthropologists have demonstrated that the forms democracy can take are as diverse as people themselves (Apter 1987; Brown 2006; Gutmann 2002; Hickel 2015; Holston 2008; Lazar 2008; Michelutti 2007 Michelutti , 2008 Paley 2001 Paley , 2008a Spencer 1997) , with numerous case studies showing that the understandings, expressions and practices that constitute different polities draw on "conceptual worlds that are often far removed from theories of liberal democracy" (Michelutti 2007: 641) .
A second strand of work has examined the explicit challenges to normative democracy among various anti-capitalist movements in recent years. While these movements are by no means uniform, there are several key traits that link the Zapatista uprising in Mexico to the alterglobalisation movement and Occupy. Chief among them are mobilisation against neoliberalism and corporate power, a disinterest in seizing control of the state, a preference for direct democracy and prefigurative politics over representation, and horizontal, network-based organisational structures (Albro 2006; Barmeyer 2009; Garces 2013; Graeber 2002 Graeber , 2004 Graeber , 2013 Graeber , 2013 Hickel 2012; Juris 2012; Juris and Khasnabish 2013; Khasnabish 2004; Maeckelbergh 2012; Nash 1997; Razsa and Kurnik 2012) .
This article aims to build on these bodies of work by highlighting how conflicting political temporalities can produce highly disjunctive experiences for actors within radical democratic projects. In particular, it demonstrates that the entanglement between new participatory arms of the Venezuelan state and nascent experiments in popular democracy simultaneously enabled and impeded egalitarian aspirations, as local activists struggled to reconcile competing political imperatives that co-existed within the same movement. By exploring these trends, I seek to deepen our understanding of the challenges that egalitarian projects may encounter as they attempt to establish alternatives to capitalism and representative democracy in the coming years.
Popular democracy and the Bolivarian Revolution
The Venezuelan case is a pertinent one to compare with post-2008 social movements, since the rise of chavismo was born of similar discontents with neoliberalism and representative democracy. Like much of Latin America, Venezuela went into rapid social, economic and political decline following the sovereign debt crisis of the early 1980s (Ellner and Hellinger 2003; Harvey 2006; Phillips 1998; Roberts 2003) . During the era that followed, a huge contraction in social spending meant that by the mid- (Karst 1973; Peattie 1968; Ray 1969) in Venezuela (Ellner 2010: 67) , with an estimated $1 billion being transferred directly to them in the first year of their launch (López Maya and Lander 2011: 74) .
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In an effort to build on these achievements, in 2008 the government began encouraging CCs in adjacent communities to group together and form communes covering much wider territories. Amid much fanfare and public promotion, Chávez proposed that these larger organs could go on to become new structures of popular governance at the local level, eventually supplanting the country's existing system of local municipalities with a "communal state" (estado comunal). 4 Though the president stressed that the communes must be constructed by citizens "from below" (desde abajo), a Ministry for Communes and Social Protection (MPComunas) was launched in 2008 to aid the construction process. By proposing to "transfer" the "constituted power" of the state to the "constituent power" of the people (Harnecker 2008) , the communal state is envisioned as a dialectical site of struggle, in which radical elements within the existing state open up new spaces for local-level self-government, offering the general population the opportunity to eventually supplant the bourgeois state with their own structures (Azzellini 2010 (Azzellini , 2013 Ciccariello-Maher 2013b) .
Piloting the commune
In January 2008, a group of community organisers from a barrio known as El
Camoruco returned from a conference in Caracas with the exciting news that their community had been chosen to sit at the centre of Venezuela's first urban commune.
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As influential community leaders in their locality, the group had been invited to the conference with the aim of launching a series of pilot communes across the country.
Chávez had promised that the government would provide funding for development projects once the communities themselves had established the political structures necessary to receive this funding. El Camoruco, a community of approximately 4,000 residents, was well-placed to launch the commune in Valencia. It was one of the better connected barrios in Miguel Peña -a predominantly poor urban parish of around 500,000 people -and had been one of chavismo's electoral strongholds in the city for the past decade.
For Rafael, Rosa and Oneidys, three chavista activists with a long history of community organising in Valencia's poor southern zones, the pilot commune seemed the perfect opportunity to establish lasting structures of popular governance. Rafael and Rosa, two firm friends who were at the heart of chavista politics in the area, had cut their teeth in El Camoruco's neighbourhood association (asociación de vecinos, Rafael would outline how to organise a promotional team, how to arrange a public assembly and how to elect street wardens. But much more of ASOPRODENCO's focus was on providing ideological and moral guidance that, they believed, had to prefigure any attempt to become a community body. "What makes a community?"
Rosa would ask those assembled, before delivering a well-rehearsed speech:
This is about building a new relationship with the state, and about you becoming the government in your locality. But before we talk about structures and funding, the most important thing is your formation as a community, your spiritual values. What you have here is the beginnings of a community, a chance to be unified and together in a union. You can be the founders of the history of your community.
Generally, Rafael would follow Rosa's introduction with a line that he would repeat over and over again: "The most important thing is the participation of the people."
In emphasising these points, ASOPRODENCO sought to engender the kind of communitarian sociality and moral personhood that is common to the practice of "prefigurative politics". First coined by Wini Breines (1980) , prefigurative politics rests on the idea that a new society can only be realised by creating non-capitalist and non-hierarchical relationships "prior to and in the process of revolution" (1980: 421).
As David Graeber observes, the key to this approach is the belief that "the form of our action should itself offer a model, or at the very least a glimpse of how free people might organize themselves, and therefore what a free society might be like" (2013:
233; see also Maeckelbergh 2011) . For ASOPRODENCO, the importance of promoting these principles was not only an effort to create collectivities that could make successful demands on the state, but also a desire to instill a political and moral consciousness that would come to create participatory democracy as a lived reality.
As Oneidys put it, "To me, the la conciencia [consciousness] is the most important thing and it has to go hand in hand with infrastructural developments."
When ASOPRODENCO were offered the opportunity to promote and manage the pilot commune, they sought to apply these same principles to its construction. 
Prefigurative versus instrumentalist politics
By mid-2009 Miguel Peña's would-be commune was a highly complicated picture.
ASOPRODENCO, with their history of community organising and established local networks, felt they had legitimate claims on the stewardship of the initiative. But since the Sala was part of the government's official framework, an increasing number of spokespeople from local CCs felt that it should be the body responsible for coordinating the commune's construction. It was also the case that, although ASOPRODENCO was a well-respected organisation in the area, a number of prominent chavista figures resented the influence that Rafael in particular exerted over local politics. By providing an alternative source of political authority, the Sala were able to capitalise on these rivalries and establish a network of spokespeople who were keen to challenge ASOPRODENCO. As the Sala began to gather more supporters, one group of CC spokespeople formally broke off from ASOPRODENCO's proposal and began to associate themselves with Norma, effectively forming a rival faction. As the weeks wore on, it became clear that the Sala were actually proposing their own commune in opposition to ASOPRODENCO's plan. Since neither proposal could move forward without agreement from all the CCs, the two factions found themselves engaged in a contest to win the support of local community organisers.
Although both groups expressed a firm loyalty to the revolution and to the principles of popular power, ASOPRODENCO's commitment to prefigurative politics was one of the major points of contention between the two groups. Because they reasoned that the size of the commune should be decided by the communities themselves, they refused to place limits on which CC spokespeople could attend meetings or be part of the project. In response, the faction aligned to the Sala argued that because of the great social and political differences between the middle-class urbanizaciones and working-class barrios, the commune should only be comprised of poorer communities. At a public assembly held to discuss their differences, Norma This was a huge point of contention for ASOPRODENCO, who were immensely proud of the fact that they had crossed social divides and built a network of diverse individuals and communities. Rafael firmly defended their policy of inclusion. He reminded people that middle-class residents from Los Mangos -an urbanización that bordered El Camoruco -used to be afraid to cross into the barrio, whereas now these same people were working as community leaders alongside barrio activists. In an impassioned response, he spoke of a broader vision of cross-class unity and emphasised the need to tackle the endemic social and political polarisation in Venezuelan society. "To me, the strongest element in our proposal is our integration of different communities," he said. "This is about human sensitivity to others, no matter where you're living -Chávez always says this. This commune is for everyone.
It's not about how much you have, but about your participation."
But this call for political and social inclusivity was firmly rejected by the Sala.
Norma reminded those present of the material changes the Chávez government had delivered to barrio residents, and warned that further prevarication over projects like the commune would endanger the revolution itself. "If we want this revolution to continue, we have to dar la respuesta [give the response or meet the needs] right now," she said. This refusal to cede ground on the question of middle-class inclusion seemed to be premised less on local issues, and much more on the survival of the chavista electoral project at the national level. As various scholars have documented As such, differing conceptions of how community organisations should relate to "the people" -and indeed how this people itself was imagined -were central to the emergence of this intra-chavista factionalism. While the Sala envisioned the commune chiefly as a conduit for the distribution of state resources -implying a model of service delivery for the people -ASOPRODENCO viewed it as a project that would work on the people in political and moral terms. The key distinction was between one political imaginary that viewed "the people" as an electoral base requiring maintenance, and another that prioritised the subjective and relational transformation of that same "people" as a project in itself. Overall, since the conflicting political temporalities that underpinned these rival chavista factions were forced to cohabit the same space, the presence of each necessarily prevented the other from realising its aims.
The state, leadership and political rivalry
Discussions about the relationship between the grassroots bases of chavismo and the state have been a constant during the movement's political ascendancy (Denis 2011; Ellner 2013; Spronk et al. 2011) . While some view the establishment of new statemanaged channels of political participation as a sign of grassroots social movements successfully pulling the state in a more radical direction (Azzellini 2010 (Azzellini , 2013 Ciccariello-Maher 2013a , 2013b , others warn that increasing centralisation will inhibit the autonomy and vibrancy of community organisations (García-Guadilla 2008; García-Guadilla 2011; Smilde 2009; Uzcátegui 2010) . These debates about the role of the state have a particular quality in Venezuela, where the oil-rich "magical state" (Coronil 1997 ) has often struggled to deliver on its promise to provide prosperity for the majority of the population. Indeed, as Naomi Schiller (2013) For the would-be comuneros in Miguel Peña, it was precisely the diverse and conflicting ways in which the state could appear that produced a second disjuncture around questions of leadership and democratic accountability. This particular issue was exemplified by a long-running dispute between Rafael and Ernesto, a recently elected CC spokesperson from El Camoruco who had aligned himself with the Sala faction and become a central figure in the power struggle between the two groups.
A few days after the assembly, I spoke to Ernesto in the hope of finding out more about his opposition to Rafael and ASOPRODENCO. Although acknowledging his counterpart's historic contribution to the community, Ernesto argued that Rafael had no legal right to coordinate the commune, whereas spokespeople from the CCs like himself had been elected to constitutionally sanctioned bodies. "A communal council is something concrete, something official with laws," he told me. "What is their commune? How big should it be? We still don't know." Because he had been elected to a state-sanctioned organ, Ernesto claimed that it was "the laws" -that is, the legal conference of legitimacy the state had given to the CCs -that gave spokespeople such as him the right to manage any proposed commune.
Yet while he invoked law and officialdom to advocate for the Sala's claims on the commune, Ernesto also raised concerns about what he regarded as self-interested careerism on Rafael's part. Although Rafael's contact with government officials had been the original starting point for the commune, Ernesto queried his underlying intentions:
You need to open your eyes. Rafael has been put forward to be a councillor, he's got the connections in Caracas. He's a politico [politician] . Now there's nothing wrong with politicos, we need them to help our communities. But the danger with politicos is that they can become politiqueros [political schemers]. I mean, all he does is talk, talk, talk without doing anything.
These criticisms of Rafael were undoubtedly personal as well as political. Ernesto was an individual who had long been in Rafael's shadow in the local chavista milieu, and the emergence of the Sala gave him access to an alternative source of authority that he could use to challenge his rival. As Sian Lazar (2008) notes, accusations of corruption and self-interest can be used to "highlight the moral integrity of the accuser, as well as throw some mud (not always undeserved) at the accused " (2008: 76) . In this instance, by mentioning Rafael's "connections" in Caracas, Ernesto could present his own faction as an embattled bastion of the authentic chavista bases struggling against the Machiavellian manoeuvrings of a politiquero. The insinuation that ASOPRODENCO's proposal was merely a vehicle for Rafael's personal ambitions allowed Ernesto to style himself as a more trustworthy political leader. Thus, while the state could be invoked as a necessary source of accountability for community leaders and organisations on the one hand, it could also be portrayed as a potential source of malevolent or corrupting forces on the other. Selectively, Ernesto presented two different manifestations of the same state: a legal and infrastructural state that assured accountability and gave him authority, versus a self-interested and clientelistic state -embodied in this instance by Rafael and his "connections" -that threatened to undermine the power of new community leaders.
These wranglings over leadership and accountability demonstrated that, far from creating a singular model of popular democracy, the move towards statemanaged community organisations was multiplying and fragmenting the sources of authority that local leaders could call on to strengthen their positions, as new political institutions began to compete and overlap with older ones in a "duplication of bureaucracies" (Ellner 2008: 135) . In their different ways, both Rafael's long-standing informal authority and the more formalised power of elected CC spokespeople like
Ernesto had been won through popular mandates. But since one group had to defeat the other in order for the commune to go ahead, these differing configurations of political power inevitably led to conflicts over who possessed the right to define nascent democratic institutions in the locality. They also gave aspiring political leaders new tools with which to chip away at the authority of their rivals.
The problem of loyalty
Given that the Venezuelan state can appear as both paternal and malevolent to barrio residents, the discursive and symbolic role played by Chávez has been central to the Bolivarian project retaining the view that it is a popular movement. The late president created a powerful emotive tie with supporters that gave grassroots activists a sense of popular ownership over government initiatives -indeed, the project of popular power can itself be understood as reformulation of the "magic performances" (Coronil 1997: 389) long practised by the petro-state. But for chavistas, Chávez was also regarded as an exception to the usual "dirty river" (Harriss 2005 ) of politics, and for many was considered to be a moral exemplar -an earthy champion of el pueblo who was guided by a search for social justice and prepared to take on the establishment from the inside (Michelutti 2013; Zúquete 2008 ). Chávez's great feat was thus in becoming the "master-signifier" (Žižek 1989: 93) of a political movement at the same time as being head of the "magical state" (see Coronil 1997 ).
Yet while this symbolic role proved effective at winning elections and maintaining popular support, it produced a further disjuncture for local-level chavista Yet while this shift might seem contradictory given Oneidys's previous position, it is worth considering the insights of Miriam Shakow (2011) , who observes that in practice political actors often combine actions and ideals that they declare to be distinct in theory (2011: 316) . Although those who self-identify as revolutionaries seek a transcendent politics, they are invariably met with an inability to unshackle their projects from the historical and material exigencies in which they are situated.
They are forced to make compromises that contradict their visions, shifting their conceptual frameworks retrospectively as new imperatives channel their practice in particular directions. In the case of Oneidys, while she strove for a far-reaching vision of a self-governing commune built desde abajo (from below), in the end she seemed willing to accept a more contingent reality and work with a situation that fell some way short of her ideals. She was evidently torn between the radical, prefigurative form of democracy advocated by ASOPRODENCO and her broader loyalty to Chávez and the revolution, which ultimately entailed working with the Sala and their more instrumental, short-termist approach. As Shakow points out, the recent reemergence of revolutionary aspirations in Latin America has not erased pragmatic calculations among political actors. Instead, these aspirations have "added to, rather than replaced" (2011: 317) more pragmatic approaches that accept contingent alliances when necessary.
Seen in this light, Oneidys's eventual acquiescence to the Sala's proposal underlines the point that participation in Bolivarian initiatives such as the commune is often highly confused and disjunctive. In this instance, while grassroots chavistas were encouraged to be the principal protagonists in the construction of a new popular democracy, they were also under tacit pressure to comply with state-led objectives in ways that consolidated the power of the government and its electoral project. As a result, the actors involved found themselves in the disorientating position of having their utopian aspirations simultaneously nurtured and corralled by the chavista state.
Conclusion
In the final paper published before his death, Fernando Coronil ( The ethnographic material presented in this article sheds further light on the predicament described by Coronil as it appears in the Venezuelan context. In particular, it shows that this disjunctive relationship between the future and the present stems from the contradictory ways in which the chavista electoral project both rhetorically promotes democratic experiments and institutionally reshapes them into formations that meets its own ends. In the case of the would-be commune, grassroots actors were subjected to imperatives that came from outside their communities and encouraged to participate in institutional channels that were not of their making, meaning they became caught between differing political timeframes and imaginative horizons. Since some individuals were more willing than others to embrace the demands that came with the communal state model, conflicts inevitably emerged as activists attempted to reconcile distinct democratic ideals with their communities' pressing material needs.
Thus, while I share Schiller's (2013) view that the Chávez era has enabled previously excluded sectors of the population to approach the state as an "unfolding project" (2013: 543) in which they can play a central role, I also contend that the Venezuelan government's new vehicles for political participation are highly constraining -both structurally and imaginatively -for grassroots community organisations. 9 For the actors involved in projects such as the commune, the political imaginary produced by these contradictory forces is one characterised by disjuncture and frustration as much as by hope and aspiration. The everyday experience of the Bolivarian Revolution is one intimately shaped by the tense co-existence between possibility and futility, motion and inertia.
In a wider sense, the Venezuelan case provides valuable insights into anthropological concerns with the varied ways in which democratic aspirations can take form. While it is now well established that democracy has hugely diverse origins and expressions, the evidence presented here suggests that attempts to bring together contrasting democratic formations can result in a mismatch between different political temporalities. The incorporation of experimental popular democracies into hierarchical electoral projects puts particular pressures on the former, who must weigh the acquisition of much-needed resources against the imposition of institutional structures and timeframes that may contradict -or least complicate -their political ideals. Put simply, direct or participatory democracies that aim to eventually supersede representative politics are ultimately incommensurable with the demands of electoralism, and in the long run something is likely to give. Yet while there is a strong argument that groups who aim to pursue more radical forms of democracy should therefore seek greater autonomy (Paley 2008b) , in situations where the state monopolises resources, there is an equally strong case that historically excluded communities should make such contingent alliances in order to reap the material, social and symbolic benefits that they can provide.
If Wolfgang Streeck (2014) is right to claim that democratic capitalism's current crisis is not cyclical but secular -"a continuous process of gradual decay, protracted but apparently all the more inexorable" (2014: 38) -then it is likely that the extra-parliamentary movements that have emerged since 2008 in Europe and North America will encounter similar dilemmas should they choose to form coalitions with a re-emergent electoral left. Given that democracy, in all of its normative and vernacular guises, looks set to be a central battleground in struggles over the shape of the future, further critical attention to the relationship between the political and the temporal may be essential to our understanding of the possibilities that lie before us.
